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An easy and robust application that provides a complete framework and toolset for deploying, 
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smartImager Version 3.x 

smartImager addresses the business and process difficulties of disk image deployment.  And it easy!  

Maintenance, configuration, proper driver installation, compatibility issues - creating a hardware 

independent disk image for an enterprise, small or large, requires time, investment, and expertise – only 

to run into the same issues when the newest hardware is slated to be deployed in your environment.  

Migrating Windows operating systems and maintaining .wim images requires staff and time.  How are 

companies such as yours supposed to maintain flexibility while still keeping up with the production needs 

of your desktop team? 

Built from the ground up with usability, administration, and consistent success in mind; smartImager 

allows your focus to be placed on the final product without worrying about the process.  Best of all, 

smartImager is very easy to use! 

smartImager approaches a Hardware Independent Disk Image in the purist possible way – the 

separation of processes from configuration.  This means the entire disk image is separated into several 

layers which are combined make a complete disk imaging solution.  But smartImager doesn’t just 

provide a disk image. By separating out each layer, our software provides a more flexible and stable 

imaging process which is dynamically created; rather than just a static image file which is quickly out-

dated.  This allows you to instantly swap out newer applications for previous versions without affecting 

the image itself, or add new hardware device drivers to support newer models without making any 

changes.   Additionally smartImager allows you to image a machine in any language – providing a single 

imaging solution for any global enterprise. 

The Power of Compatibility – Intelligence on a new scale 

The advantages of smartImager don’t just stop at layer separation.  smartImager is a one-of-a-kind 

intelligent deployment solution.  What truly separates smartImager from all other disk imaging 

solutions is the flexibility provided by the concept of “compatibilities”. 

Compatibilities allow the IT professional to intelligently determine which machines will receive which 

software titles, configuration settings, patches, languages, etc.  The list of options is virtually endless.  

smartImager is the only solution to intelligently make automated decisions during the disk imaging 

process. 
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smartImager Support and Feature Summary 
smartImager supports the following features and provides the following services: 

 Any Microsoft supported Windows operating system 

 32bit and 64bit architecture 

 Multi-lingual User Interface (MUI) 

o Includes smartImager’s own interface 

 Intelligent driver selection from repository 

 Built-in driver exporting and importing capability 

 Intelligent software selection from repository 

 Built-in software configuration 

 Consistent and informative interface 

 Powerful administrative console 

 Server-side (PXE) and in-place (automation partition) disk imaging 

 Removable media imaging (DVD/USB) 

o Includes protection of removable media from unauthorized redistribution 

 No back-end database or additional infrastructure required 

Hardware 

Drivers 

 Most IT Professionals tasked with the creation of a Hardware Independent Disk Images struggle 

with the constant change and configuring the installation of device drivers for diverse platforms.  

Creating a Hardware Independent Disk Image that satisfies multiple computer models or multiple form 

factors from different manufacturers presents a significant challenge.  smartImager meets this unique 

challenge with a creative solution.  

smartImager uses dynamic driver selection during the image process to select the best driver 

that supports the device.  These device drivers are then inventoried on a computer and smartImager 

automatically selects and installs the best driver for each particular platform.  This decision making 

ability is key to simplifying the deployment process in large environments with varying computer models 

and manufacturers.  

Drivers can be configured to have a preferred computer type, model, architecture, manufacturer, or any 

other preferred value.  Implementing a unique feature called compatibility, administrators can define 

what constitutes the best driver to be selected during imaging – or leave it up to smartImager’s 

intelligent process for automated selection.  This distinguishing ability is pivotal in every computing 

environment where manufacturer specific drivers are required for optimal functionality. 

It also comes with a complete built-in process to extract drivers for initial repository population.  

With just a few button clicks, smartImager will begin detecting devices and their associated drivers, 

extracting, cataloging, and importing those drivers into the repository for redistribution. In keeping with 
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the goal of providing a smooth administrative experience, smartImager includes special driver 

extraction technology that provides first-class results.  This tool can even be run on remote computers. 

 

Devices on a Removable Bus 

During extraction, smartImager analyzes all devices and their bus type. Any device detected on 

a removable bus will automatically be linked to its parent bus. This step is important when needing to 

define device drivers for laptop devices such as cameras, Bluetooth modules, and fingerprint sensors. 

During an image deployment, it can detect that the computer has removable devices even when they 

are turned off.  If these removable devices are ever enabled in the future, the drivers are already 

installed and working for the user. 

Proper Driver Source Reconstruction 

smartImager comes with a complete working knowledge of driver information files (INFs) and 

how to read them.  The process of extracting drivers is not simply finding files and copying them out, but 

the files must be copied to their correct and relative paths.  smartImager actually reads the driver INF 

file to determine where each file belongs as it creates the source disk.  This process prevents annoying 

pop-ups during the system preparation (sysprep) process reporting on missing files.  

Architecture 

 The ability to handle multiple computing architectures is crucial to providing a solution that 

meets all the needs of creating a true Hardware Independent Disk Image.  smartImager is both 64bit 

and 32bit compatible during any stage of the imaging process.  Changing between a pre-boot computing 

architecture and image architecture is not an issue for smartImager, as it will determine which type of 

environment it is running in, and automatically adapt. 

Software 

Operating Systems 

 Staying current with operating systems is essential to maintaining usability, security, and 

support.  However, upgrading too quickly can be devastating for any size business.  smartImager allows 

for the best of both worlds by supporting all Microsoft supported Windows operating systems (even 

embedded operating systems like POSReady 7 or Windows 8 Industry for example).  

Software 

Second only to drivers, handling software in an image will make or break a Hardware 

Independent Disk Imaging process.  Installing the software by “baking it in” is a simple enough solution – 

until a new version or patch is released.  Since creating the base image is the most time consuming 

piece, having to update it for each piece of software that changes is inefficient at best.  smartImager 

streamlines this task by providing a framework for software installation during the imaging process.  
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smartImager uses the concept of a software repository so that during imaging it can install 

software on the computer.  Since the software is separate from the operating system, newer versions, 

patches, or configurations can be quickly made with no change to the base image.  The software being 

installed by smartImager is monitored to ensure a smooth, complete, and successful installation 

process.  If the installation requires or initiates a reboot, smartImager will detect this and handle it 

accordingly.  If a piece of software fails to install, smartImager will automatically retry installing the 

software. 

As with driver selection, smartImager will intelligently select the best software to install on a 

system during imaging.  Building upon the concept of compatibilities, administrators can configure each 

piece of software to have compatibility to a specific environment.  For example, a software title can 

have a compatibility to laptops running Windows 8.1 64bit with at least 4 GBs of RAM, meaning that 

only the computers which meet those specific requirements will have that software title installed during 

the imaging process.  A “compatibility” can be made from almost any criteria – this is what really sets us 

apart from the rest. 

Multilanguage User Interface (MUI) 
 smartImager allows administrators to configure Microsoft Multilingual User Interface (MUI) 

packs into the image, or have them installed during imaging time automatically.  In addition, the default 

language can be configured during imaging time and applied not only to the operating system, but to 

the smartImager interface as well.  You can choose to display the smartImager UI in any language you 

desire – or present different languages as an option for technicians who are performing the imaging 

process - thus making it the perfect solution for global corporations. 

User Experience 
The interface of smartImager provides just the right amount of information without 

overwhelming the user.  A progress bar at the bottom indicates the how far along the process is, while 

reassuring that work is still being performed, and the current task that is being performed is shown in 

the center console.  All text is controlled by the administrator during configuration for the drivers, 

software, and language(s), thereby providing a complete and coherent user interface with minimal 

effort.  smartImager provides a consistent interface throughout the imaging process.  The interface is 

designed to provide feedback to the user during the process as well as provide a dependable method to 

request input when required. 

Imaging Methods 
 Regardless of the type of imaging that is required, smartImager will operate and adjust 

accordingly.  It intelligently detects the method that is being used to image, whether it is over the 

network via a server, or off of removable media such as a USB drive or DVD.  Upon detection, it 

automatically changes to suit the environment.  
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When imaged over the network via a server, smartImager will suppress the confirmation 

prompts to ensure a zero-touch imaging process.  When a DVD/USB is used, smartImager will adjust to 

interact with the user more to ensure they understand the implications of imaging and remove the 

media when necessary.  All of the power and configuration and features of smartImager are available 

irrespective of the image media and environment. 

Control 
 Controlling an image and its distribution is important, especially if the media is removable such 

as a USB drive or DVD. Therefore, smartImager has taken several precautions to ensure your property is 

not distributed without your control.  

By default, smartImager is required to be on your internal corporate network to initiate 

imaging.  smartImager places critical pieces of the configuration to be stored on web servers internally 

that it reaches out to for verification so that it can proceed.  This forces security integrity by detecting a 

computer’s connection on the corporate network before proceeding.  Secondarily, it also ensures your 

image is not being used by unauthorized sources without your knowledge. 

In addition, the software repository which is stored on the media is compressed and encrypted 

with a generated password.  smartImager must use this password to unlock the information during 

imaging.  The password is automatically generated each time removable media is created, and is stored 

in a secure fashion.  Furthermore, the removable media can be configured to have an expiration date so 

that after expiring, it can no longer be used for imaging or installing software. 

Just in case there is a need to image a system off of the internal network, smartImager provides 

a bypass method during imaging time.  This bypass method requires a valid answer to a dynamically 

generated challenge question on the client.  The valid answer can only be generated by designated 

administrators to limit misuse. 

Administrative Console 
 smartImager provides a complete interface not only for the user during imaging, but for 

administrators to use when configuring and managing smartImager.  The entire framework involved in 

configuring smartImager has been designed to be feature-rich without requiring an unnecessary 

infrastructure.  Very limited overhead.  No databases are required. 

Compatibility 
 The power and flexibility provided by the concept of compatibilities is what makes smartImager 

stand out from all others.  The ability to configure “compatibilities” for drivers, software, and patches 

essentially allows smartImager to intelligently make decisions during imaging.  

A compatibility at its most basic definition is “any expression that is evaluated to a true or false 

result”.  They can be defined based on Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) queries, registry 
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values, file system checks, prompts, return values,… and the list goes on.  All of this without needing to 

write a single script! 

The options are practically endless for configuring a robust and complete compatibility that will ensure 

exact matching to your requirements during disk imaging.  The console provides an easy to use interface 

for using common compatibilities. 

 

Become Smarter 
We hope you will take the opportunity to try smartImager and see why the top professionals rave about 

using our software.  Fast, feature-rich, and more robust than any on the market.  That’s why we call it 

smart!  

 

Visit us today at www.smartImager.com 
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